
EXPERIENCE DELIVERING 

RESULTS 

With extensive experience in 

implementing a suite of Sovera 

solutions, CGI knows how to help 

organizations maximize the power of 

ECM technologies and processes.  

We also know the business of 

healthcare. Having provided services to 

manage more than 6.6 billion records 

used by 1,000+ health facilities, 

including 42 major health systems and 

230+ hospitals, we have established 

the best practices needed to help 

healthcare organizations advance their 

goals.  
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CGI Sovera
®
  

Accounts Payable 

Minimize accounts payable costs and improve cash flow. 

early every major business is challenged with managing 

accounts payable processes in a cost-effective and 

efficient manner. Drowning in paper invoices, 

accounting employees spend countless hours prioritizing, 

routing, processing and filing a sea of invoices generated from 

daily business activities. As organizations grow and change, 

managing the accounts payable process becomes more 

complex. Organizations must devote more resources to keep 

accounting departments adequately staffed to accommodate 

the workload. 

Healthcare organizations are mired in manual processes, which often result in 

high costs, processing errors, lost information and delays. The physical routing 

of invoices also impedes organizations' ability to qualify for early payment 

discounts, eroding profits and subjecting them to collections that negatively 

affect their credit. 

SOVERA OVERCOMES THE ACCOUNTS PAYABLE CHALLENGES  

Through the smart implementation of technology solutions and enhanced 

business processes, organizations can streamline business processes by 

eliminating manual processing and data entry, which saves employee time, 

increases accuracy and improves the bottom line.  

CGI offers such a solution. Sovera Accounts Payable integrates with existing 

ERP and accounting systems to help companies control, manage and share 

information within their accounts payable processes, reducing costs and 

enabling management and accounting staff to make better decisions faster.  

Sovera Accounts Payable standardizes accounting processes throughout the 

organization. With out-of-the-box capabilities that provide rapid deployment, the 

manual routing and data entry of invoices is replaced by a web-based, 

automated system, enabling accounting personnel to process invoices quickly 

and easily. The solution also creates integrated reports and analytics, allowing 

organizations to review staff productivity and modify accounting processes as 

needed.  
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ABOUT CGI 

Founded in 1976, CGI is the world’s 

fifth largest independent information 

technology and business process 

services firm. With approximately  

68,000 professionals located in offices  

and global delivery centers in the  

Americas, Europe and Asia Pacific,  

CGI offers a comprehensive portfolio of 

services and a range of intellectual  

property-based solutions. With deep 

experience in developing and 

integrating business, clinical and IT  

solutions for healthcare providers, 

payers and governments across 

Europe and North America, CGI helps  

clients anticipate challenges and  

achieve real transformation in the  

rapidly evolving health industry.  

SOLUTIONS FOR THE HEALTH 

OF HEALTHCARE™ 

In the healthcare sector, CGI couples 

extensive industry expertise with a full 

range of services and delivery options. 

CGI understands healthcare industry 

trends and is a leader in developing 

innovative business and technology 

solutions that help healthcare payers, 

providers and government departments 

harness the power of technology to 

lower their costs and enhance 

productivity while improving the quality 

of care. We have built hundreds of 

client relationships, including:  

Federal, state and provincial health 

departments  

Regional boards and councils  

Major teaching hospitals and 

medical facilities  

Hospitals and health systems of 

various sizes and geographies  

Long-term care facilities  

Specialty hospitals, such as 

psychiatric, pediatric and cardiologic 

Community agencies  

Health plans.  
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Sovera Accounts Payable automatically captures, indexes, routes and stores 

invoices securely. A familiar interface allows system users to check invoice 

status and distribute them efficiently within the organization and to business 

partners. Delivering maximum business agility, Sovera Accounts Payable 

maximizes employee productivity by leveraging rules and reminders to 

automate daily invoice processing, ensuring that bills are paid on time and 

discounts are maximized. 

ENABLING TECHNOLOGY 

CGI's Sovera Accounts Payable solution is powered by IBM 

P8 Content Manager (CM) with Business Process Manager (BPM), which 

automates, integrates and optimizes business processes. This technology 

unifies the entire accounts payable process by providing for maximum business 

agility, flexible work assignments and enforced deadlines to ensure the prompt 

completion of tasks. 

TANGIBLE RESULTS IN ACCOUNTS PAYABLE 


